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Abstract 

This paper first presents a summary of a psychophysical 
experiment in which observers made judgements about the 
types of differences they perceived between originals and 
reproductions in a cross–media colour image reproduction. 
The results of the observer–reported visual data from that 
experiment are then compared with analogous metrics ex-
tracted from colorimetric data of the corresponding origi-
nals and reproductions. While there is a good agreement in 
terms of the most general findings, looking at more detailed 
results shows significant differences between visual and 
colorimetrically–based data. The paper then proceeds to 
describe a colorimetrically based metric that takes into ac-
count some aspects of the visual system and using informa-
tion both about the statistics of colour differences, of the 
original images and of changes to spatial characteristics is 
able to give a close prediction of observer responses. The 
final metric is proposed for further testing as a means of 
predicting observer responses of image difference in colour 
reproduction as well as in other applications. 

Introduction 

In cross–media colour image reproduction rendering origi-
nals on other than their native imaging media almost in-
variably introduces changes to their appearance. These 
changes can, amongst others, be in terms of the image’s 
spatial detail (e.g., when a reflective original is rendered on 
a display), in terms of the image’s colours (e.g. when the 
reproduction medium has a more limited gamut than the 
original image) or in terms of the image’s contrast. Under-
standing what these changes are is then the first step in be-
ing able to improve the performance of the image reproduc-
tion system that resulted in them. 

To this end a study was conducted to find out what dif-
ferences observers see in cross–media image reproduction 
experiments and the results of those observer responses 
have been reported previously.1 While knowing what kinds 
of differences were noted by observers is an important first 
step in being able to improve an image reproduction system, 
it is also necessary to know how observer judgements can 
be predicted from colorimetric data about the original and 
its reproductions. That is because it is this data from which 
parameters can potentially be extracted for an improved 
system. 

The aim of the present paper is therefore to analyse 
metrics derived from the colorimetric image data available 
for the originals and their reproductions that were evaluated 
in the previous study and to determine what relationship 
there is between them and the observers’ visual results. If a 
strong relationship is found then observer judgements could 
also be predicted for other images and image reproduction 
systems and the behaviour of the latter could be adjusted 
accordingly. 

The following sections will first describe the experi-
mental setup in which the present data was obtained, then 
summarise the results of the visual differences previously 
reported by observers and finally extract analogous metrics 
from colorimetric data available for the experiment. The 
relationship between visual and colorimetric analyses of the 
same cross–media reproduction system’s performance will 
then be made and an improvement of their relationship will 
be attempted. 

Psychophysical Experiment 

The visual differences that will be modelled here were ob-
tained in a psychophysical experiment where observers 
were shown a series of eight test images (Fig. 1) on a CRT 
display alongside pairs of their printed reproductions.  
 

 
Figure 1. Test images used in psychophysical experiment. 
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The reproductions were made using four gamut map-
ping algorithms (CARISMA,2 GCUSP,2 SKNEE3 and 
WCLIP1) and observers were first asked to list, in their own 
words, all the differences they could see between an original 
and its reproduction. Here observers reported differences 
like changes in lightness (L), colourfulness (C) and hue (H) 
as well as differences in detail and contrast. Observers also 
reported that some reproductions were pale, faded or 
blurred when compared with the corresponding original and 
all the judgements were made either for an entire reproduc-
tion or only for some part of it. 

Next observers were asked to judge the importance of 
each of the differences they reported and finally a category 
judgement experiment was performed in which the accuracy 
of each of the reproductions was evaluated.  

The raw experimental results for four reproductions of 
each of the eight originals were then processed to unify the 
terminology used by different observers, to balance the con-
tribution made by different observers and to convert the 
image–relative judgements to a single scale. Details of how 
the experiment was set up, conducted and analysed can be 
found elsewhere.1 

Summary of Visual Results  
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Figure 2. Relative importance of types of visual observer–reported 
differences. 

 
The overall results of the above experiment are shown 

in Fig. 2 and it can be clearly seen from them that over 80% 
of differences were reported to be due to differences in col-
our attributes between originals and reproductions and only 
less than 20% were due to differences in contrast or spatial 
detail. Furthermore the ratio of L:C:H is 1.0:1.0:0.3 – in 
other words lightness and chroma changed to a similar ex-
tent and hue only had less than a third of that change. Note 
also that these overall results agree very well with two pre-
vious studies4,5 that looked at the relative importance of 
various types of differences. Even though they using very 
different approaches, they also found that colour differences 
are responsible for a very large proportion of image differ-
ences in colour reproduction. 

The proportion of these differences was also looked at 
on a GMA–by–GMA basis and those results are shown in 
Fig. 3. It can there be seen what kinds of differences were 
reported for the reproductions made with different algo-
rithms. For example, the figure shows that CARISMA 
caused greater lightness and hue differences than the other 
algorithms but did well in terns of chroma. SKNEE on the 
other hand did well for most attributes except for detail. 
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Figure 3. Visual differences for individual GMAs. 
 
Finally, the results also showed where in the images 

observers perceived greatest differences (Fig. 4) and here it 
can be seen that this was the case for areas of sky as well as 
light–green objects. 

 

 

Figure 4. Local visual differences (the lighter the shade, the 
greater a difference it represents). 

Comparing Visual and Colorimetric Data 

Given the above findings of the psychophysical experiment, 
one can look at analogous metrics extracted from the col-
orimetric data of the originals and reproductions and see 
how the two relate to each other.  

This, however, presents the first difficulty in that a 
whole range of metrics can be extracted for each of the 
types of differences reported by observers. Lightness can be 
extracted in terms of CIELAB L*,6 CIECAM97s J,7 RLAB 
LR,8 etc. and chroma and hue present an analogous situation. 
Turning to the other two types of differences the problem 
becomes even more complex whereby contrast can be con-
sidered both globally and locally9 and metrics ranging from 
the standard deviation of lightness values to statistics of 
spatially filtered versions of the reproductions can be used. 
Detail can also be quantified in terms of many metrics in-
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cluding the reproductions’ power spectra and statistics of 
high–pass filtered versions of the images. The challenge 
then is to find such colorimetrically based metrics that relate 
most closely to the visual differences reported by observers. 

As there are many metrics that can be extracted from 
the basic colorimetric data in an attempt to match either 
overall visual observer responses or some aspect of them, it 
is not practical to look at all combinations of their combina-
tions and the following analysis is only an exploration of a 
subset of the many possible approaches. 

Summary of Colorimetric Data 
To give an initial view of the relationship between vis-

ual observer–reported differences and the properties of col-
orimetric data of original and reproduced images, analogous 
summaries of the colorimetric data to those extracted from 
the visual results will be computed first. Figure 5 therefore 
shows the relative magnitude of lightness, chroma, hue, 
contrast and detail metrics obtained from the colorimetric 
data and Figure 6 does so individually for the four algo-
rithms. Lightness, chroma and hue differences were here 
predicted using CAM97s2.17 Contrast difference was pre-
dicted using the difference between the standard deviations 
of original and reproduction image lightnesses. Detail dif-
ference was modelled using the difference between mean 
values of high–pass filtered versions of original and repro-
duction lightness images. 
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Figure 5. Relative magnitude of types of colorimetrically–based 
differences. 
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Figure 6. Colorimetrically–based differences for individual GMAs. 

 
 

In the above figures it can be seen that in general the 
colorimetric data does show a similar picture to the visual 
results – the ratio of colour differences to contrast and detail 
differences is similar to that for the visual results and so is 
L:C:H. The results for individual GMAs, however, begin to 
exhibit greater differences. This is so most notably for con-
trast and detail but also for lightness, chroma and hue. 

Finally, Figure 7 contains images showing pixel–by–
pixel CAM97s2 Euclidean distances (∆E97s) between origi-
nals and their corresponding reproductions and while there 
are clear differences with the visual results, there are also 
significant similarities. 

 

 
Figure 7. Local ∆E97s differences (black represents zero and 
white represents 35.2) 

 
 
Overall it can be seen that the most general results of 

both visual and colorimetric analyses (i.e. the relative mag-
nitude of difference types) agree very well but that differ-
ences between the two become more and more pronounced 
as greater levels of detail are taken into account. This can 
also be seen by looking at the values of determination coef-
ficients (R2) between visual differences and corresponding 
colorimetrically–based metrics (Table 1) which show very 
low levels of correlation between the two.  

Seeing such a weak relationship between colorimetry 
and observer results should not come as a surprise, given 
that the former is fundamentally based on data obtained for 
uniformly coloured patches seen against uniform back-
grounds whereas the latter are judgements made about 
properties of complex images. To improve the relationship 
between colorimetrically–based data and even just visual 
results that are in terms of colour attributes it will be neces-
sary to take into account a number of factors beyond just the 
colour attributes of image pixels. The aim of the remainder 
of this paper will therefore be to find such a combination of 
colorimetrically–based metrics that correlate better with the 
visual results and that can be better used for predicting 
them. 
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Table 1. R2 Values Between Visual and Colorimetric 
Differences. 

Visual L C H LCH 
Colorimetric |∆J| |∆C| |∆H| ∆E 
R2 0.393 0.480 0.555 0.378 

 

Improving Correlation  
Between Colorimetric and Visual Results 

As it is the colour differences that were found to be by far 
the most important ones both in the present study and in 
previous work,4,5 the focus here will be to predict only this 
part of the visual results and to leave contrast and detail for 
future work. Table 1 already showed that R2 was only 0.378 
between the combined LCH observer–reported visual dif-
ferences and the mean ∆E97s values for the 32 reproductions 
used here (Fig. 8). 
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Figure 8. Visual versus mean∆E97s values for 32 reproductions. 

99th Percentile 
A first step for improving this correlation is to look at 

the 99th percentile of ∆E97s distributions as high percentiles 
have previously been reported to better correlate with per-
ceived differences between complex images.10 In this study 
too the correlation between the visual LCH data and the 99th 
percentile of ∆E97s values is higher than for the mean and 
has R2=0.438. 

CSF Filter 
Second, it has previously been proposed that differ-

ences between images should take into account the human 
visual system’s contrast sensitivity by filtering luminance 
and chrominance channels to reflect higher sensitivity to the 
former. Therefore the filters proposed in the SCIELAB11 
model were applied to the present colorimetric data with an 
improved correlation between the 99th percentile of ∆E97s 
values between spatially filtered images of R2=0.469. 

Weighted ∆E 
Third, as weighted ∆E equations have been shown to 

give better results in colour reproduction than unweighted 

equations,12,13 the 99th percentile of weighted colour differ-
ences (∆E97sWT) between filtered images was used. ∆E97sWT 
had weights that divide ∆J, ∆C and ∆H in a ratio of 1:2:1, 
giving chroma half the weight given to lightness and hue. 
This further improved correlation with the visual data to 
R2=0.584. 

Proportion of Unacceptable Differences 
Fourth, to take into account the proportion of reproduc-

tion image pixels that had large differences from the origi-
nal, the percentage of pixels with colour differences smaller 
than 6 ∆E units was used as a weight to the results of step 3. 
The reason for using 6 ∆E as the threshold is that this is 
close to what has been suggested as an acceptability thresh-
old of pixel–by–pixel differences between complex im-
ages.10,14 As such this weight takes into account the propor-
tion of pixels that had unacceptable differences and doing 
so increased correlation to R2=0.604. 

Lightness Differences 
Fifth, taking into account the distribution of lightness 

differences by including the median and standard deviation 
of absolute lightness differences between original and re-
production further improved correlation to R2=0.679. This 
suggests that visual judgements are influenced both by the 
magnitude of lightness changes as well as to the variation of 
these changes.  

Lightness and Chroma of Originals 
Sixth, in addition to looking at the differences between 

originals and reproductions, it is also beneficial to incorpo-
rate factors determined solely by the originals. To this end 
the mean lightness and mean chroma values of originals 
were taken into account whereby differences in reproduc-
tions of originals that had more dark colours were given 
more weight. This was done as such images are subject to 
most noticeable change since gamut differences are typi-
cally greatest at lower lightnesses where original and repro-
duction gamuts differ most significantly. The mean chroma 
of the original, on the other hand, has negative correlation 
with the relationship of visual and colorimetric results as 
observers seem to be more sensitive to changes of images 
with lower chromas than to highly chromatic images. Tak-
ing mean lightnesses and chromas of originals into account 
in addition to the parameters mentioned in the previous 
steps resulted in an improved correlation of R2=0.696. 

Spatial Detail 
Seventh, looking at how spatial detail changed between 

original and reproduction and giving more weight to images 
where this difference was great further improved correlation 
to R2=0.707. Differences in spatial detail were quantified by 
taking high–pass filtered versions of originals and reproduc-
tions and looking at the difference between the mean values 
of these. Taking this factor into account using a Sobel fil-
ter15 has also previously been found to enhance colour im-
age difference prediction.16 
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Final Colorimetrically Based Metric  
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Figure 9. Visual versus final colorimetrically–based values  
for 32 reproductions. 

 
 
 
The previous sections have shown how taking into ac-

count the colour statistics of differences between an original 
and a reproduction, the colour statistics of the original itself, 
changes in spatial detail as well as some aspects of the vis-
ual system can improve the ability to predict observer 
judgements (Fig. 9). In summary the colorimetrically–based 
visual image difference importance metric (∆ICM) proposed 
here consists of the stages shown in Fig. 10.  

In the equation shown there all data is based on CSF–
filtered versions of the original and reproduction, k is a scal-
ing constant, ∆E is ∆E97sWT, σ•J is the standard deviation of 
lightness differences, p6•E is the percentage of pixels that 
have ∆Es no greater than 6 units, h is a high–pass filtered 
image and the O and R subscripts denote the original and 
reproduction respectively. The over–bar in the equation 

denotes the mean and med() is a function providing the me-
dian value of its inputs. As can be seen the final metric 
shown here has not had optimised weights added to each  
of its factors as it was felt that the data–set available here 
was not large enough to allow for this. The principal aim of 
this metric is to show which factors can improve the rela-
tionship between colorimetrically based metrics and ob-
server–reported judgements on the importance of visual 
differences. 

The values of the parameters used in this metric and the 
∆ICM values for the 32 reproductions on which it is based can 
be seen at http://colour.derby.ac.uk/~jan/dicm/. 

Conclusions 

This paper has attempted to show how observer responses 
about colour differences in colour reproduction can be pre-
dicted by taking into account a range of colorimetrically–
based parameters from an original and its reproduction. 
Knowledge gained from previous studies of colour differ-
ence in complex images as well as work on gamut clipping 
is applied and shown to result in improvements even under 
the present conditions. The final metric arrived at here is not 
the complete answer to predicting observer responses in the 
type of experiment dealt with here but it does show how the 
agreement between colorimetric data and visual responses 
can be considerably strengthened if parameters about the 
distribution of colour differences and original colours are 
taken into account. Finally, the metric presented here is 
proposed for further verification and extension and is part of 
an ongoing effort to improve the understanding of colour 
differences between complex images. While the metric was 
derived on the basis of reproductions obtained using gamut 
mapping algorithms, it is also intended for use in other ap-
plications where image differences need to be modelled. 
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Figure 10. Final colorimetrically–based visual image difference importance metric and flow–chart of its parameters. 
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